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Confidential Anhexa -*i " : j 

(5th October , 1942 - 5o30 p o i m , ) \ * 


PEfUlAo in discussion on the previoizs item, the War 

Cabinet were informed that there were some indications 


British Bases that the Germans might be contemplating a strong attack 

in Northern on the Gaucasuso This was closely connected with 

Persia* General Wilson? s proposals for the establishment of 


advanced bases in Worth Persia^ which had been discussex'. 

(Previous a week earlier

References

c 

, 
W0Mft(42) 130th THE PRIME MINISTER said that he had sent a

Conclusions, Minute to the Chiefs of Staff a week ago, asking 

Minute 2*)' ' whether a decision on this matter could not be post-

poned for, say, a fortnight, when it would be very much 

easier to reach a decision as to the proper course of 

action to be taken0 


THE CHIEF OP THE IMPERIAL GENERAL STAFF said 

"*?hat the Joint Intelligence Sub-Committee had revised 

their previous Report, in which they had said that the . 

15th November was the earliest date by which the 

Germans covild be in a position to push light forces into 

Persia^ They now thought that such a development could 

not- be, expected -before the end of December at the 

earliest! and.only then if Russian resistance * 

unexpectedly collapsed.. The revised date gave^us a 

little more time to deal with' the position and to reach 

a decision? It might, howeyer, have to be further 

reviewed should circumstances change^ 


- - i. 

It was an important .coxfeMe?atJ.on that "She saSlar 


capacity was expected to increase in November, and agaim 

in December* Accordingly, it would be of advantage IS 

our forward movement could be postponed for., say, a 

months - ' 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 
said that he would greatly prefer that any move to 
establish British bases... in -North. -Persia, should be
postponed until November^ Apart from the fa^it^that-a- f ,' 
forward move now would involve a great reduction in 
the supplies sent to Russia through Persia, the Russians 
would be unwilling to see British forces established 
outside the British Zone of occupation. , H 

Reference was also made to the fact that iill 

was hoped that before long we should be in a position 

to communicate with the Russian Government on the t 
s ^ n  d  8 0
?x 0 ?? 8 a i  t 2 l . s ^ d r o n s (British and American)!!! 
to the North Persian-Caucasus fronts 'y. 


^ . 1 * * , THE PRIME MINISTER asked how long this move £ 

would take to' carry outo - Wm 


Q H I B F
A A4 %m  ^ THE AIR STAFF said that the 
AtO^fi.,-in-0. Middle East, had been asked, assuming, the'
move, was started in November, how soon thereafter ouiffl 
squadrons would be able to operate. While he could "ill 

e  P - m a n s w e  r
S V  £2  until a reply had been received^!!! 
tnpught that the squa^ons-AauM be able to operate-^ 
,^lght weeks after the m o v e M a ^ b  ̂ s a ^ . ' M 

cjreat George street,:. fe^^^aM^Ii,ok note of ' 
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He suggested'that .jnorican Fortresses would bo very i ':
suitable., arid might bp flown there via Alaska and ; 

-Siberia., "Ho doub:vodv whether1 the Germans, -with their 
many, commitments, would be able to Spare many Fighters 
;to protect' - ab'odrombso \' ' j: 

TKJ CHI;;F OF THIJ AIR.STAFF pointed; cut that 
aerodromes Were very unprofitable targets, as could be 
soon from the failure of th.j Germans to stop our 
operations from Maita  It. would also be very difTicul c
to get the necessary ground staff and equipment for a 

Heavy Bomber force into Northern Russia0 


In discussion, it was suggested that this point 

might be examined later as a separate issue, but that 1 

would bo unwise to raise any falso hopes in the minds 

of the Russians by referring to possible plans therefor 

in the Prime Minister's telograra to Mi StaliHo 


The telegram as approved by the War' Cabinet was 

despatched as telegram Ho 0 160 to the President. 

(Prime Minister's Personal telegram Ho, T 1305/20) 


:
eat George Street, S,\7-lo 










(7th October, 1942 - 12.30 p0ra.) 


The following were the. main points made in the 

discussion, of the draft telegram to President Roosevelt. 


THE FIRST SEA LORD said that he had considered the 

suggestion that the merchant vessels sailing singly by 

the Northern route to Russia.should be escorted by 

submarines,, Thê se merchant vessc-3s would travel at a 

speed of 9 knots if they were British, or 10 knots if 

they were American.. The only submarines which could 

keep pace were the large 'P' class, all of which were at 

present earmarked for TORCHo The only possible plan 

would be to sail the ships in pairs, with one submarine 

to"each pair. For this purpose three submarines would 

be' required in all'. On investigation, however, even 

this plan had little to recommend it. As soon as a 

pair of ships had been located by the enemy's air 

reconnaissance/ the submarine' would have to dive. Its 

speed submerged would only be three knots, so that it 

would rapidly fail behind. It would thus not be avail
able to rescue the crews if the ships were bombed. 

Moreover, a *Pf class submarine could only take on 

board 25 to 30 men over and above the crew, whereas the 

minimum crew of each merchant ship would be 50. \7hen 

on the surface, the submarine would be exposed to the 

danger of being torpedoed by a U-boat. To make three 

submarines available would mean weakening the forces 

on which we shouldNhave to rely to prevent the enemy 

reinforqing North Africa across the Mediterranean. 


THE LORD PRIVY SEAL suggested that it might be 

possible to patrol with submarines the route which the


merchant ships might follow., Perhaps the Russians 

might help in this way. 


THE FIRST 3:.iA LORD said that he would consider 

this proppsal, though he did not think it would be wise 

to hold out the presence of submarines as an inducement 

to the crews who would volunteer to man the merchant 

shipSfr The chances of a submarine making touch with 

the boats of a sunk vessel would be very remote. He 

would also take up with the Russians the possibility 

of help by their Nayal forces in Northern waters. 


THE. MINISTER OP LABOUR thought that a great 

effort should be made to install a Bomber force in 

Northern Russia during the winter,', so that, the German 

airfields in Northern Norway could be heavily attacked 

in the1Spring and Summer,when our convoys were passings 


file:///7hen




W^, Draft Telegram to Premier Stalin, Incorporating 


''' the Prosidonfs amcndmcntSp 


1. . V/e shall attack in Egypt-, towards the end of 


this month -and TORCH will begin ear^y in November. ' 


The effect of these operations must be either 
(a) To oblige-the Germans to send air and land 


forces to counter our move: or 


(b) to compel them to accept the new position 
created by our success, which would then 


create a diversion by the threat of attack 


1
 against Sicily and the south of Europe. 


2. Our attack in .-gypt will be in good force. 


T.OR-JH will be a heavy operation in which, in addition 


to the U.S, Navy, 240 British warships and more than 


half a million men will be engaged. This is-all 


rolling forward irrevocably. 


G* The President and I are anxious to put an 


Anglo-American Air Force on your Southern fl&nk 


and operate it under the strategic control 0f the 


" Soviet High Command, This Force would consist/of 

i 

the following: British: 9 Fighter SquacLro.ns Five 
r


Bomber Squadrons. United States: 1 Heavy.Bombardment 


Group, 1 Transport-Group. Orders have been; issued 

by us to assemble this Force and take Mb&lfiQ station 


so that they would be available for combat early in 


the New Year, Most of this Force will come from 


Egypt as soon as they can be disengaged from the 


battle there, whioh "we believe willv$fiL successful 

on our part. s 






 I 

 ' 

4 i t Ms Aolroc 1 which i 'Viaisl:y dolivored Go mc 
on tiic 5th .0ctob93?-$ you -asked -for. a great increase 
in i ighcer arcrcraf Tj siipplwc 'GO Russia by. this 

1
country and the United ijtates*  we'will send you 


as soon as possible by -"che Persian Gulf routeP 


150 Spitfires, with the equivalent of 50 more in 


the form of s.ares to be sent as they become 


available, as a special reinforcement which we cannot 


repeats This special reinforcement is over and 


above the protocol supplies by the Northern Route 


so far as it. can be usedo. President Roosevelt will 
cable separately about the United States 'cpntributiono 


5*. 1 was greatly relieved that so large a 


proportion of the last convoy reached Archangel safely 


-This success was achieved only because no less than 


77 warships were employed on the operation.!, Naval 


protection will be impossible until our impending 


operations are completeds As the necessary escorts i 


are withdrawn from TORCH they can again be made 


available in northern waters. - 
6e Nevertheless, we intend in the meanwhile to do 
our best to send you supplies by the Northern route 
by means of ships sailed independently instead of I 
in escorted convoys., Arrangements have been made 
to sail ships from Iceland during the moonlpss period. 
38th October^Sth Novembero The ships will sail I 

singlyr, at about 200"mile intervals 'with occasional",! 
s


larger gaps--. and rely on evasion and dispersions 


70 '. e hope to resume the flow of suppliesin 
strongly escorted convoys from January .194^, . 


i 









MOST^SECRET..	 COPY WO, 


Issued for use of the War Cabinet on 8th October, 1942. 

To be returned to the Secretary'\ of thC War Cabinet. 


Prime Minister's Personal Telegram Serial No, T,1503/2, 


PROM FORMER NAVAL PERSON TO PRESIDENT. 

MOST SECRET AND PERSONAL. No, 160, 


This is what I suggest wc send to Premier Stalin, Begins, 


1, Wo shall attack in Egypt towards the end of this month and 

TORCH will begin early in November.. The effect of those 

operations must be either 

(a)	 to obligo the Gormans to send air' and land 

forces to counter our movej or 


(b)	 to compel them to accept the ̂ hew position created 

by our success, which would then create a diversion 

by the throat of attack against Sicily and the south 

of Europe. 


2:f Our attack in Egypt will bo in good force,. TORCH will be 

a heavy operation in which, apart from the U.S. Navy, 240 

British warships and more than half a million men will be engaged. 

This is all rolling forward irrevocably, 


3', Should those affairs prosper, we will begin to send north 

as soon as they can be disengaged from the. battle in Egypt the 

following air forces:-


B r i t i s h : 9 Fighter Squadrons 
'	 5 Bomber Squadrons 


United 1 Heavy Bombardment Group 

States: 1 Transport Group 


This allied force would operate under the strategic control of 

the Soviet High Command. It' should be able to take station on 

your southern flank early in the New Year. 

4, in the letter which M, Maisky delivered to mo on the 5th 

October, you askod for a groat increase in fighter aircraft, 

supplied to Russia by this country and the United States, We 

will send you as soon as possible by the Persian Gulf route, 150 

Spitfires, with the equivalent of 50 more in the form of spares 

to be sent as they become available, as-a special reinforcement 

which wo cannot repeat. This special reinforcement is "over and 

above the protocol supplies by the Northern Route so far as it 

ca% ;be used,. The United States will, send you (to be filled in 

by President Roosevelt), 


I was greatly relieved that so large a proportion of the 

last convoy reached Archangol safely. This success was achieved 

only because no less than 77 warships were employed on the bperatioru 

Naval protection will be impossible unti 1 the end of the year* 

As the necessary escorts are withdrawn from TORCH they, can again 

be made avail able in northern waters, ' . . 






Nevertheless, we intend in the meanwhile to do
pur best to send you supplies by the Northern^poute by 

means of ships sailed independently instead of in 

escorted convoys. Arrangements have been made to sail 

about ten ships from Iceland during the moonless period 

28th 0ctobor-8th November. The ships will sail singly, 

at about 200-mile intervals, with occasional larger 

gaps, and rely on evasion and dispersion, 


7, We hope to resume the flow of supplies in 

strongly escorted convoys from January 1943, 


It would of course greatly help both you and 

-us if the Germans could be denied the use of airfields 

in Northern Norway. If your Staffs could make a good 

plan the President and I would at once examine the 

possibility of co-operating up to the limit of our 

ability. Ends. 


W.S.C. 


7.10. 
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He suggested'that .jnorican Fortresses would bo very i ':
suitable., arid might bp flown there via Alaska and ; 

-Siberia., "Ho doub:vodv whether1 the Germans, -with their 
many, commitments, would be able to Spare many Fighters 
;to protect' - ab'odrombso \' ' j: 

TKJ CHI;;F OF THIJ AIR.STAFF pointed; cut that 
aerodromes Were very unprofitable targets, as could be 
soon from the failure of th.j Germans to stop our 
operations from Maita  It. would also be very difTicul c
to get the necessary ground staff and equipment for a 

Heavy Bomber force into Northern Russia0 


In discussion, it was suggested that this point 

might be examined later as a separate issue, but that 1 

would bo unwise to raise any falso hopes in the minds 

of the Russians by referring to possible plans therefor 

in the Prime Minister's telograra to Mi StaliHo 


The telegram as approved by the War' Cabinet was 

despatched as telegram Ho 0 160 to the President. 

(Prime Minister's Personal telegram Ho, T 1305/20) 


:
eat George Street, S,\7-lo 
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It Is requested that 3paualci irc may betaken to 
ariaura the secrecy of this daaum^n^OPY^O^I, .Vy*fe.^:,..Lr


W.M:,(42) I38TH COMGLUSIQM. MITOTE 2a - , 

Confidential Annexo v. 


(l2th October, 1942 - 5,30 p.ra.) \- l\ 


THE FIRST SEA LORD said that the U-boat attacks 

in the South-Atlantic necessitated a reoasting of the 

arrangements for convoys in the South .n.tlantio* The 

United States had now made considerable progress with 

convoy arrangements on their eastern seaboard,,-with the 

exception of the Trinidad area, which was still dangerous, 

Convoys to Sierra Leone and Gibraltar had already been 

discontinued for reasons known to the Cabinet^ 


To avoid the dangerous Trinidad Area ships 

from the Indian Ocean rounding the Gape and which were 

sufficiently well found were routed through the Straits 

of Magellan to ;join the convoys on the Bast Coast of 

America via the Panama Canal. Past ships were routed 

clear of Trinidad, viatho South Atla&t&c. Remaining ships 

would have to call at Trinidad. 


These arrangements, however, made it urgently 

necessary to provide escorts to deal with the U-boats 

which were now operating off the coast of South Africa^ 

The United States were being asked to return 19 trawlers 

equipped for anti-submarine work which we had lent to 

them some time ago and which were now employed on patrol 

works These, together with such small number of destroyers 

and trawlers as.we could spare, would be sent out from 

this country as soon as possibles 


It was, however, urgently necessary to meet 

the situation until these ships could be made available 

at the Cape. For this purpose he suggested that the 

destroyers belonging to the Eastern Fleet based on 

Kilindini should be detached from that Fleet and sent to 

the Cape. This would mean that until the destroyers were 

returned (which would take, say, ten days) the Eastern 

Fleet, if it put to sea, would do so without any 

Destroyer escort and at great risk. The Admiralty 

considered, however, that the Japanese were so fully 

engaged in the Solomons that the risk involved was one 

which xcould-safely be taken. 


The First Sea Lord said that he had consulted 

the First Lord of the admiralty, who agreed with the 

course which he had outlined, but he thought that the 

Cabinet should bo aware of the position and should 

authorise the action proposed. The position would, of . 

course, be reviewed in the event of any material change 

in the situation. 


The War Cabinet agreed with the course 

proposed by the First ftesj..'IcBPd*-and 

authorised him to issue the necessary 


' order So 

Great George Street, S*w.lo 
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^	 W.M.(42) 145th CONCLUSIONS, MINUTE 8. 


Confidential Annex. 


(26th October, 1948 - 5.30 p.m.)	 j 


U.S.S.R.	 THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS said that 

at a luncheon at the Persian Legation that day, M. Maisky 

had come up to him in a stateoof considerable excitement, 

and had said that, as a result of instructions issued by the 

Ministry of War Transport, three American ships^ loaded for 

Russia, now in Iceland were being sent back to this country 

to be unloaded. This would have a deplorable effect, in 

view of the difficult situation between our two countries. 

He (the Foreign. Secretary) had informed M. Maisky that he 

knew nothing of the matter, but that if the ships were 

American ships, it was presumably the business of the 

American Government. On investigation, he had found out 

that the ships had been diverted by the U.S. authorities. 

He had therefore suggested to the latter -that in future they 

should inform the U.S.S.R. when they found it necessary to 

make these changes. 


This incident was only another example of the 

suspicious attitude which the Russians were adopting towards 

us. 


The Foreign Secretary thought that it was for cons id
eration whether he should send to M. Molotov some statement 

before M. Stalin made his speech on the 7th November. 


In discussion, a number of reasons were put forward 

for the unfriendly attitude which the Russians were adopting 

towards us. It was suggested that there might possibly have 

been some change in the internal position in the country and 

that the Array was taking a larger part in the direction of 

affairs. Or, again, it might be that the Russian Government 

was being attacked by their own people for the magnitude of 

Russian losses at the front, and were endeavouring to divert 

this criticism against us for not having opened a second 

front in Europe. Or, again, the Russians might £ear that 

they would not be given their proper place at thef Peace 

Conference. Finally, Russian suspicions of the Hess affair 

were referred to. 


TEE PRIME MINISTER said that on the 8th October he had 

,'*M.(4S) sent a long telegram to M. Stalin. This telegram had dealt 

J36th with the arrangements for sending convoys to North Russia, 

I inclusions, and our and the American offer to send 80 squadrons to the 
"inate 1. Caucasus front. On the same day he had also sent a short 


telegram imparting to M. Stalin a piece of secret news. On 

the 13th he had received the answer "Thank you", but he had 

not been able to ascertain to which of his two telegrams of 

8th October this reply referred. Meantime no progress had 

been made with the necessary arrangements with the Russians 

for choosing lanEding-grounds, etc., to enable these 20 


' squadrons to take station on the Russian southern front. We 

were also without information as to whether the Russians were 

making the necessary movements of aircraft and submarines to 

help the ships which we were sending to Mur^ 

Archangel. A vio^i^ 4 a the Western Desert was more likely 






The War Cabinet toolc note of these statements. ^ 

Great George Street, S*W* X* 
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W.M.U2) 164TH MEEttlNQ, MINUTE 1* 


Confidential Annex. "7 


(3rd December. 1942 - 12*15 p.m*) 


The War Cabinet had before them Memoranda by 

the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs (W*P.(42) 545) 

and the Prime Minister (W.P.(42) 546) regarding the 

possibility of exploiting the effect which recent military 

events had produced on Italian morale.) 


.v The Foreign Secretary, in his Memoranda while 

discounting the -possibility of a separate peace with Italy or an 

automatic internal collapse in Italy, suggested that we 

should concentrate on provoking such a collapse, both 

by military and air action and by political warfare^ 

He recommended the immediate adoption of a political 

warfare campaign on the lines that the Fascist regime 

had linked Italy1 s future with Nazism and that if the 

Italian people continued along the Fascist road they 

would suffer all the penalties which, fall upon the 

vanquishedo No assurances or promises would, however, 

be given to the Italian people at this stage. 


The Prime Minister, in his Note, expressed 

general agreement with the conclusions reached, and 

the specific recommendations made, in the Foreign 

Secretary's Memorandum. He was not, however, prepared 

to rule out the possibility of a separate peace with 

Italy $ and he thought it premature to assume that no 

internal convulsion in Italy could produce a Government 

which would be willing to make a separate peace* If 

we increased the severity of our pressure on Italy, the 

Italian people might have to choose between setting up 

a Government which would sue for a separate peace or 

submitting to a German occupation. In his view, it should 

not bo assumed that it would necessarily be in our 

interests that the Germans should have to occupy and take 

over Italya 


Points made in discussion weres
(a) There would be great military advantages to 


us in bringing Italy out of the war. It had 

been suggested that such a development would 

involve us in additional military coramitments* 

If, however, Italy were to seek a separate 

peace and then ask for our military assistance 

against Germany, it did not follow that we 

should automatically be under an obligation to 

provide such help. We should be careful to 

avoid committing ourselves in advance! our 

decision on such an appeal would be made at 

the time in the light of circumstances as they 

then stood. 






(b) The United States Government were very anxious to 

bring Italy out of the war$ and were already 

following a vigorous policy directed to thatend. 

If; as was the case, we were in sympathy with 

their ultimate objective in this matter, we 

should not leave the initiative too much with them 

but should keep the closest contact,with them in. 

the prosecution of this policy* The difficulties 

which had arisen in connection with Darlan1s

position in North Africa were quoted as an 

illustration of the importance of maintaining 

close liaison with the United States Government 

in such matterso 


(c) Some apprehension was expressed as to the politioal 

consequences of entertaining overtures for a 

separate peace if they should be made by persons 


"who.had formerly been prominently associated with 

OuPA^VA*"^ Fascist Partjjk Those sections of public opinion 


tt
 which regarded this war as primarily a war to end 
Fascism would view with suspicion anything which 
could be represented as a compromise with Fascist 
elementSo 

On the other hand it was pointed out that our 

primary war aim was the destruction of German 


j^^^oJ^-o^ Nazism and the rotontion of the countries whose 

territories had been overrun0 If at a time of 

internal upheaval in Italy an individual seized 

power and came forward with an offer to conclude 

a separate peacej then, if we were satisfied that 

he could bring Italy out of the war and that this 

would give us a substantial military advantage in 

reaching our primary objective we should not be 

justified in declining to negotiate merely on the 

ground of his past political records We should 

not tie our hands in advance regarding the type of 

Italian Government with which we would be 

prepared to negotiate a separate peace: that 

decision must be taken at the time on the basis 

of a realistic appraisal of the practical 

advantages and disadvantages involvedo 


(d) Meanwhile, however, no suggestion would be made that 

we should be prepared in certain circumstances to 

have dealings with particular individuals 

(ef.g. Grandi), whose names were already being 

mentioned in certain oircleso There would be no 

attempt to build up any potential opponent of the 

present Fascist regime. We must await developments 

and see what alternative leaders might emerge, so 

that we might remain entirely free to take 

--dvantajro of any opportunity which might present 

itself 


(e) The War Cabinet were informed of certain tentative 

enquiries which had recently been made by 

individual Italians regarding the possibility 

of a separate peace. No special importance was 

to be attached to any of these approaches; but 

they were straws showing which way the wind was 

$£Lowing, and it might well be that more 

significant approaches might be made as Italy1s

military position deteriorated. 






m ngt M t a t f . ,(et- this' stage, jangr response ;sho/u3,dvbe'.;ii!̂  
States and the/'Uis*\$o&v''Would*, however, he 

kept informed of the enquiries., aud asked to 

let us know if any similar approach were made 

to themo 


The War Gab.ipo.tls Conclusions were as. 

follows. 


Political warfare against I^aly should be 

conducted on-the lines indiciatea, iaS? paragra.p
15 of the Foreign Secretary'^ s Memotfandtam " 


A
  -:
CWcP0(42) 545)c  - \\ ,r
(s: Our attitude towards any Italiah overtures 


'for the- conclusion of a separate peace must 

bo determined in the light of the situation 

as it existed when those overtures were tuadot 


(3) 	 The Foreign Secretary should take steps to 
inform tho. Governments of the United States 
and the U,,SoSoR9 of the tentative enquiries 
recently made by individual Italians and 
should ask those Governments to inform us 
of any similar approaches that might havo 
been made., or might in the future be made.,
to; them.o 

Dffices of the War Cabinet, S0W.1* 
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PRANCE. 


The French. 

Fleet at " 

Alexandria. ' 

Previous 
Reference: 
i
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Minute 2.) 


T  O B E K E P T U N D E R L O C K A N D KEY. 
It Is requested that specrcii care may be taken to 

nn-nfldent-inl. Annex.. 


(141* neoeUe-, 1942, 5.30 p.mJ 


THE FIR$T SEA LORD reported' to the War Cabinet 


the results of an interview between Admiral Bar the 

and Admiral Godfroy, in Admiral Harwood's presence 


(Telegram No. 1630B. of the 12th December, from the 

C.-in-C, Mediterranean, to, the Admiralty). 


Admiral Godfroy had stated that he could not 

cor-o ovc\' to us now, for the following reasons 


(a) His Squadron belonged, to France and he 

could-not giye it away without knowing 

that the legitimate Government of Prance 

would agree. 


(b) He would accept the orders of a stable 

.' Government in North Africa representing 


all Frenchmen outside France, but would 

not accept .that Darlan was such a Head. 


\	 ( c) He suggested that M. Pietri, the Vichy 

-	 Ambassador at Madrid, was a possible Hen a 


in North Africa who could rally all 

Frenchmen. 


( d) Until we had taken Tunisia we should not 

have justified our claims to be able to 

liberate France. 


(e) He would not, howcr-j?, stand in the way of any 
officers and men who wanted to come 

over to our side to resume the fight. 


The First Sea Lord added that Admiral Harwood 


thought the best plan was to leave the situation as 


it	 \:is for the moment. .Any attempts to "starve 

Admiral Godfroy out, or to capture his Fleet,Would 


only end in a battle in the harbour or in the Fleet, 






THE PRIME MINISTER said th&t Admiral Godfroy WAS 

drifting into the position of'an Admiral at the head of' 


.A Fleet but who. recognised allegiance to no Government. 


H E and his Officers V/ere being paid by US and WERE 


giving nothing in return. The position was not one which. 


' WC eottLI allow to ccnta aue indef3nitc3y0 Î.t thb same^time^ he 


.was prepared to alloc the situation to' continue until 


the end of the year, provided that Admiral Godfroy carried 


out his undertaking not to prevent Officers and men under 


his Corraaand joining the Fighting French. He also 


thought that a. strong effort should be made from now 


onwards to in due o the Officers and men under Admiral 


Godfroy1 s Command to.join the Fighting French. If. 


Admirol Godfroy remained of the same opinion at the 


end of the year, it would be necessary to consider what 


further pressure should be brought to bear upon him. 

v
 Si-IE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 
expressed agreement with this view, and attached Impo^'

ance to stops being taken which would afford inducements 
to Officers and is en under Admiral Godfroy'7s Command to 
join the Fighting French organisation. 

The War Cabinet endorsed the views
- expressed' by the Prime Minister. 


G eorge Str oet, S .W .1 
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(15th December? 1 9 4 2 - 5050 p*mo ) 


THE FOREIGN SECRETARY said that he would have 

to seek guidance from the War Cabinet or the Defence 

Committees on future convoy arrangements to North 

Russia,, The matter had been discussed at. the Allied 

Supplies Executive on the previous afternoons He 

explained that arrangements had now been made for a 

December convoy (re-numbered J0W 5$) to sail in two 
o
 partso This would clear off all but two of the 

American and British ships which had been awaiting 

convoy in Iceland for several months
e 


It was proposed that the January convoy 
(re-numbered JoWtv52q) should also sail in two parts* 
Arrangements had been completed for the first- part, 
which would comprise 16. ship So The position in regard 
to the second part of the January convoy was that, 
while there were substantial quantities of low priority 
goods (foodstuffs,, machine tools etc) available for 
loading? neither the War Office nor the Air Ministry 
saw their way to make any substantial quantities of 
tanks and aircraft available without interfering with
allocations earmarked for oversea theatres of operations. 
A similar position would arise with future, convoys, 
assuming the continuance of a monthly cycle of 
sailings? 

For example, the War Cabinet were informed 

that, over and above 250 Hurricanes included in the 

first part of the January convoy, all available 

Hurricanes were now required in the Middle East* 


As regards tanks, a rather difficult position ' 

had arisen-, inasmuch as the- Russians had now raised 

objection to receiving 2-pdr9 Churchill tanks? and 

wished to receive only tanks mounting the 6-pdr gun,,.. 

It had been possible to meet their requests so far as 

concerned tho 20 3 -pdro Ohurchills in the first part 

of the January convoy, but we could not meet theii? 

wishes thereafter without taking away 6-pdra tanks from 

troops in 'this countryo 


Reference was made to the request made to the 

Prime Minister by Premier Stalin during August last to 

the effect that the Soviet Government were more anxious 

to get lorries than to get tankso 






The War Cabinet wds informed that there was an 

acute shortage of lorries in this country. 4.000 had 

been offered from Canadian production, but we could not 

get them to this country unless we sent ships to fetch 

them. It seemed that the best plan might be to send 

them in Soviet ships via Vladivostok. 


/ ' THE MINISTER OP WAR TRANSPORT said that the
 r
* United States had recently transferred a number of-ships 

J%;
to the Sovie t flag, and these ships were now employed . ! 


between the West Coast of America and Vladivostok. This 

action had naturally reduced the number of ships which, 

the United States were able to make available for North 

Russian convoys-. The Russians were also using a number of 

fit their ships on this Pacific routg. It looked as thoughiB 

future the"size of the convoys might have to be reduced 

from 30 to 20 ships. Even so. it would be very difficult 

to make suitable British ships available for regular 

monthly convoys to North Russia. 


THE PRIME MINISTER said that we were under an 

obligation to send material to the Russians, and he 

would like to inform M. Stalin that we were making 

arrangements to send convoys in January (in two parts), 

in February, and in March. Every endeavour must be made 

to fulfil our obligations and to send high priority 

supplies to the Russians. We were not, however, under 

any obligation to supply Russia with 6-pdr. tanks up to 

the full number of tanks provided in the Protocol. If 

the United States were sending goods across the North 

Pacific, we must reconcile ourselves to smaller convoys 

going to North Russia. He asked the Secretary of State 

for Foreign Affairs to consider the matter with the 

Allied Supplies Executive and to submit a Report, for 

consideration by "the War Cabinet, setting out what we 

could,send to Russia during January, February and March, 


, in fulfilment of our obligations, and the implications 

of the course proposed^ 


The Prime Minister said that it was significant 

that the Japanese were not interfering with the transit 

to Russia of goods on the route West Coast of the 

United States to Vladivostok in ships which had only 

recently been transferred from the American to the Russian 

flags Ho would be glad if the Foreign Secretary would 

consider what light this threw on Japan1s attitude. 


Offices of the War Cabinet, S.W.I. 

16th December, 1942* 
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(21st December, 1 9 4 2 - 5*30 p.nu) 


THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

referred to certain approaches which the Cardinal 

Secretary of State had recently made to the British 

and United States Ministers to the Vatican regarding 

the conditions on which the United Nations might 

undertake to refrain from bombing Rome* It appeared 

that with a view to preserving Rome from bombardment, 

the Pooe had urged ,the Italian Government to transfer 

elsewhere all 'the military objectives within the City, 

and had received an assurance thai- the Italian High 

Command and the Head of the Government and Military 

Staff would be prepared to leave Rome in return for 

an assurance that the city would not be bombed. The 

latest information (contained in telegram No  4688 from 
s
Berne dated 18th December) was that the Cardinal 

Secretary of State understood that Mussolini was 

leaving Rome, together with the Supreme ̂ Command and 

Headquarters Staffs of the fighting Serviceso 


Y/e had already suggested to the United 

States Government that it would be to our advantage 

to follow up this approach. We proposed to suggest 

to the Vatican that we might be prepared to refrain 

from bombing Rome if the following conditions were 

complied with 


(i)	 The King of Italy, the Head of the' 

Government, Government Of fic.es, .Italian 

High Command and Military Staff should 

leave Rome: 


(ii)	 All German organisations should leave Romeo 


(iii)	 The /area of Rome for this purpose would be 

exactly defined (the definition suggested 

by the Chiefs of Staff was the area within 

a radius of three miles from the Palazzo 

Venezia),, 


(iv)	 Swiss officials would be given facilities, 

as observers, to verify that the evacuation 

had been carried out and 


(y)	 A time limit would, be set for completion 

of the evacuationo 


http://fic.es


if 



The preliminary reaction of the United States 

had not been fayourableo They had suggested that such a 

communication would be regarded as an ultimatum and thatp 

if the Germans prevented the Italians from accepting its 

terms, it would become logically necessary for us t?) 

bomb ^0me  We should thus be put in a. position of liavinpr 
o
made a threat which, in view of world opinion? it would 

not bo in our interests to carry outo 


raisedi^ 


m 


m 


(o) 


mm 


In discussion the following points were 


The United States authorities appeared to.have 

misconceived the position  By enquiring, 
e
through the Vatican, whether the Italian 

Government would be prepared to accept certain 

conditions, we were not committing oursalvac 
to any decision either to bomb Rome or to 

refrain from bombing ito At this stage it was 

merely a question of finding out how far the 

Italian Government would be prepared to go in 

submitting to c onditions which would be both 

irksome and humiliating to them, in the hope 

of preventing the bombing of Romeo 


There might be objections to app£&s?issg to 

bargain with the Italian Government on. a 

matter of this kindo tfhese objections did 

not? however, apply to answering enquirie, 

addressed to us by the Vatieano 


The Chiefs of Staff had suggested that we 

should add a further condition that the 

railwaysand roads within a radius of three 
v
miles from the Palazzo Venezia should not "bo ' ,

used for the passage of military or munitions . 

traffic^ 


Reference was made to the importance, in. 

the Italian railway system, of' two junctions 

and marshalling yards at Rome, one of which 

was within the area covered by the proposed 

definition^ -


Some Members of the War Cabinet felt that the 

inclusion of the additional condition proposed 

would make it impossible for the Italian 

Government to accept the conditions as a whole

It was pointed out that it would still be e 


possible for us to secure our objective of 

interrupting the flow of communications through 

Rome1by bombing the second of the two 

marshalling yards which was outsido the 

defined areaft - , 


The War Cabinet's conclusion on this point was 

that it would be preferable at this stage of 

the negotiations to include a condition dealing 

with,, communications in quite general terms ^ 

Op go that no part of the area should bo used 


j as a base or channel for militiary operationso 

j More precise definition of this condition might 

bo reserved until a later stage, when the $ 

general reactions of the Italian Government. 

: weroknownft:; 






THE FOREIGN SBORETARY read- to the War -
Cabinet:the -oraft of a telegram which he proposed; to 
send tovHis4 Majesty- s Ambassador in Washington, 
inviting him to impress upon the United.States 
Government the advantages of followingi^f'oKthe. 
lines suggested in the discussion? the\approach made 
by the Vaticanq - \\ 

The War Cabinet 8 " 

' (l) Agreed -in principle thatwithout 

. jbmmitting ourselves at this stage 

' to any final decision? there were 


advantages in ascertaining the 

conditions to which the Italian 

Government would. submit in the hope 

.'of obtaining an assurance that we 

would not bomb Romeo 


(S) Approved the terms of the telegram: 

which the Foreign Secretary propbsed 

to send to His Majesty8s Ambassador 

at Washington subject to the 

inclusion of a reference to a further 

condition on the lines indicated at 

*'A" aboveo 


0 


Offices of the War Cabinet, SoWole 
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(23rd December, 1942 - 5.30 p.m.) 


THE FINANCIAL SECRETARY TO THE WAR OFFICE said 

that he had spent two days at Allied Headquarters at 

Algiers on his way back from the Middle East. He had 

not had time to visit the Front,- but had formed certain 

impressions as the result of conversations which he had 

had with General Eisenhower and a number of senior 

officers. 


The strongest impression he had received was 

that the greater part of the attention of both British 

and ,imerican senior officers was taken up with matters 

of French politics. In two long interviews, General 

Eisenhower had talked of little else. During these 

conversations there had been frequent interruptions by 

senior officers who came in to take General Eisenhower's 

instructions on some question bearing on French politics, 

such as the relationship between General Nogues and 

Admiral Darlan, and whether Admiral Darlan could be 

persuaded to remove from office the Mayor of Constantine. 


General Eisenhower had said that he found the 

task of dealing with these matters increasingly burden
some, and hoped that some way of relieving him of these 

matters would soon be found. In the meantime he felt 

that"he must continue to handle them Himself, since he 

regarded the political situation in North Africa as a 

factor of major military importance. / The General 

thought that our ability to capture Tunis quickly was 

entirely dependent on French co-operation. 


There was no doubt that a number of the 

Prefects and Mayors were sympathetic to the Axis. This, 

presented a serious danger. Fears were expressed of 

what would happen if there was sabotage on the railway. 

This ran through mountainous country, and any damage 

might take months to repair. Concern was also felt 

about the presence of spies in the country, and General 

Anderson, whom he had seen at Algiers, had said that he 

thought it was-no coincidence that a number of our 

headquarters had been located by the enemy and bombed. 

It was thought that Admiral Darlan was doing what he 

could to get rid of unsatisfactory officials, but he 
was not strong enough to make a wholesale clearance. 

General Eisenhower thought that the whole position would 

have to be reconsidered after the1 outcome of the battle 

which would soon be launched for the capture of Tunis. 

1:8 we failed to take Tunis, then a difficult situation 

would arise, since a number of the Vichy sympathisers 

would no doubt wish to take steps to insure themselves 






against, tho possibility of an Axis army ve^ohqfoQv£rg**

l̂ orth Africa. In. these oircxiiastahces a situation might 

easily arise which would get beyond Admiral Barlah8 s

control. If this happened, General Eisenhower thought that 

Admiral Darlan vjould-have to be persuaded to Retire in 

favour of some other candidate, almost certainly General 

Giraudo But in the circnmstances envisaged^ it would be 

essential that General Giraud should be.nominated by 

Admiral Darlan as an acceptable successor. It was hoped 

that General Giraud would be able to form an Administration 

which would combine the various shades of French political 

opinions . V .t 


If, oh the other hand, we took Tunis, it would not 

be so urgent to deal with the political situation, although 

this would probably have to be done before long. If we had 

won a victory, our prestige would be sufficiently high to 

enable us to force a change without it being necessary 

that Admiral Darlan should signify his assent to General 

Giraud as his successor. 


Turning to the military side of things, the 

Financial Secretary said thai he had been struck by a 

certain lack of assurance at the Allied Headquarters in 

Alglerso This was in strong contrast to the high spirits .

and morale of the 8th Army. The general opinion seemed to 

rate our chances of taking Tunis as about fifty-fiftyQ 


The British troops had fought extremely wellp The 

only criticism which he had heard had been that in the 

initial advance on Tunis, when troops had been rushed forward 

with all speed, it might have been better if they had 

halted and collected themselves before making the final 

attack, which had been carried out in perhaps rather an 
uncoordinated mannero 


Particulars were given of the events which had 

led to the loss by the American Combat Group Be of 1heir 


1
tanks and equipment..


General Anderson1 s greatest concern was his tanks, 

which were inferior to the Shermans and Grants with which 

the Americans were armed. Unfortunately, the Americans had 

less experience and were not so good at the tactical 

handling of their tanks. Political grounds made it impossible 

for American tanks to be handed over to British troops. 


No-one seemed to be confident that the Allied air 

forces were being handled to the best advantage. General 

Eisenhower was very anxious to get Air Marshal Tedder to 

come and take charge of the airjferees. The Air Marshal 

had twice been over to give advice. 


The system of Allied Commanders of mixed British 

and American forces was not very easy to work. The 

Americans had a strong feeling against accepting orders 

from any except American officers,, But there was a strong 

dosiro to work harmoniously, and he had never seen happier 

personal relationships than he had seen at the Headquarters 

at Algiers. . 


The Americans also had a very strong feeling 

against separating Command of the Air units from the Army * 

Oommandft * ,.. : 






THE CHIEF OF THE AIR STAKF gave particularss Of the 
arrangements whi oh it was, suggested might ho adopt ed * $or 
the Goiiimand of the 4vlliod-air, forceso These suggested 
arrangements were being communicated to GeneralfEisenhowerf who it was hoped w6uld^f0r^ard: them either to,the Combined 
Chiefs of Staffs or in ̂ eparato communications to the 
British andAmerican Chiefs of StaffSo 

The Vi/ar Cabinet thanked ̂ the Financial Secretary 

for the interesting account which "no had given '&vm* 


ices of the War Cabinet, S 0 w Vlo 
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kIR POLICY. : \ THE. FIRST LORD said that Admiral Cunningham 


Bombing of was considering the possibility of carrying out, with 

Marseille So 

carrier-borne aircraft, eqitrfned bcnfclng andndne-laŷ jg attacks 
on shipping ih Marseilles harbour. These ships were 
undoubtedly being prepared for use by the enemyi and 
a number had already left Marseilles for Italian ports., 
It was very desirable, therefore, that efforts should 
be made to ^mobilise these vessels.. Admiral 
Cunningham had asked whether there were any political 
objections to the course which he had in mind. 

The view of the War Cabinet was that, as the 


proposed attack w ould be on a relatively small scale and 


would probably be carried out in daylight,, there was 


reason to think that it oould be carried through without 


substantial damage to the town or heavy casualties to 


civilians outside the harbour. 

The "War Cabinets.-' 


Invited the First Lord of the Admiralty 


to inform admiral Cunningham that His 


Majesty's Government saw no political 


objection to the course of action 


proposed, but assumed that he would verify 


from General Elsenhower, if he had not 


already done so, that there were no local 


objections on political grounds. 


Offices of the War Cabinet,.S.W.1* 
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^Reference was made to a Report submitted by
the Foreign Secretary,, as Chairman of the Allied 


Supplies Executive, on Supplies to Russia during 


January*41aroh 1943 .(W0Po(42) 602)6 


It was explained that the Admiralty plans 


contemplated that the January convoy would sail in 


two parts, the first of which was due to sail, about 

17 th tfnnttasjjj-o' 


Arrangements had been made for the first part 


of the January convoy, but from about 24th January the 


increased hours of daylight combined with the ice being 


far to the southward would necessitate the provision of 


larger escorts than were necessary for the December 


and mid January convoys and owing to shortage of escorts 


it would be necessary to ask for United States assistance. 


The question whether the second half of the^January 


convoy could be sailed, and the date of its departure, 


depended largely on whether Uni&ed fizbates 

destroyers would be available for this purpose. 


The War Oabihet:^ 


Agreed that the loading "of supplies for 

^Russia should proceed^ for .the present^ 

on the assumption that arrangements 

would be made for both parts of the 

January convoy to sail in the latter, 

half1 of' that montha , " 


,^£tiCQB of tho War Cabinet? S W*lo 
a
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Reference was made to the preliminary discussion 

which had taken place on this matter at the last 

Meeting of the War Cabinet., when it had been explain 

- that the question whether the second half of the 

January convoy could be sailed9 arid the dat e of its 

departure, depended on the availability of adequate 

escorts . -


THE FIRST SEA LORD said that he would like to 

wait and see whether the second half of the December 
Minute-70) 
 convoy reached North Russia safely before deciding 

about' the second half of the January convoy. He 

thought that' it was important to., as certain whether 

the enemy intended to use surface ships against 

thes e convoys, in which event, of cours e, a stronger 

escort would be required* 


THE PRIME MINISTER said that he thought it was
urgently necessary that a decision as to the January 

convoy should be reached in the near future. 


THE FIRST SEA LORD said that the Admiralty 
thought it war- inadvisable to sail full convoys 
(i.e.* oO ships or more) during the dark monthsi 
owing to the difficulty of-keeping S3 la^g(? &-£OSVcy 
together.. It was arguable whether it would be safe 
to resume full convoys as enrly as the second half 
of January. He had, however9 arranged that the loading of the ships, which had previously been
: fixed to be..completed, by :tlie:,;SO&h0 .should be ^ ,\ expedited so that ''.'s&4tS s e a ^ y -ho l e a v e 

sin o'-? " c ,  ' i h - \ ; r,-,rr 
TEE mim wmm^m said that, .while.he welcomed 

the measures taken by the Admiralty, he thought that 
we ourht to inform M. Stalin in the course of the 
next fev days that a definite decision had been 
ru?chec! to. .3̂ 4JL either a full convoy or two half 
conveys ,;in^^ 
infcr^T" as t-v$&e December convoys. 


The War Cabinet -


Took note of these statements, and 

K - h e o ;,v,;- ^ ;.O : 0 j ; , c n i 

lo irh-S I. '" lu ...1: ex' 'J *i ^Iie c o n w 5 

G-rent -George Street,.: s,.:w*l 







